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2015 continues to be a challenging year for the Canadian Preferred Share market. The S&P/TSX Preferred Share Index 
(Ticker: TXPR) was -5.94% for the month of September, and Y-T-D the index is -23.33%. As discussed in our previous 
commentaries, the remarkable sell off of Preferred Shares can be attributed to two key factors that have occurred over 
the last several years. First, since the financial crisis of 2008, the reset spread for fixed reset Preferred Shares new issues 
has significantly diminished, moving from over 400 bps to as low as 121 bps. Second, the 5 year GoC bond yield, the 
benchmark yield for resets, has also significantly diminished (from 3.0% in 2010, to 1.5% in 2013, and then to 0.60% in 
December 2014). The combination of these developments has crushed the coupon value of recent resets, and 
consequently the price of the underlying Preferred Shares. 
 
Recently, to compound problems, the Preferred Share market has started issuing fixed reset Preferred Shares with more 
attractive spreads and a new floor feature. Specifically, the floor feature offers investors a worst case scenario fixed 
coupon if the reset spread cannot offer a yield greater than the floor coupon. To date, there have been two Preferred 
Shares new issues with the floor feature; Canadian Utilities Preferred Share Series FF (CU.PR.I on T) with at reset spread 
of 369 bps and a floor coupon of 4.50%, and Brookfield Asset Management Preferred Share Series 44 (BAM.PF.H on T) 
which offers a 417 reset spread and a floor coupon of 5.00%. These issues are designed to protect investors if interest 
rates continue to drop yet still offer reset spread coupons, protecting investors in the wake of rising rates. These 
securities have been received favourably and structurally they are an improvement over existing Preferred Shares.  
 
Currently, as these new issues have come to market, they have put pressure on the existing fixed reset Preferred Shares. 
We expect this phenomenon to continue as more come to market. However, we expect that over the course of the next 
several quarters, the Canadian economy will improve and oil prices will stabilize. This will provide the backdrop for 
interest rates to normalize, and we expect the five year GoC bond yield will be in the 1.25%- 1.50% range by mid 2016. 
Notwithstanding the merits of these new fixed reset Preferred Shares issuance, we also believe that the discounted 
resets will be the outperforming securities within the Preferred Share market over the next year. The discounted resets  
offer capital gain potential in the wake of rising rates, while floor resets offer lower volatility and are more defensive if 
rates are to go lower. 
 
Going forward we are positioning both Lysander-Slater Funds to own the discounted resets, however, we will also be 
purchasing compelling floor featured new resets when they come to market.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Doug Grieve 
Jomisc Investments Inc., Portfolio Manager for: 
Lysander – Slater Preferred Share ActivETF   
Lysander – Slater Preferred Share Dividend Fund 
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This publication is for use by investment professionals only and is not an invitation to invest in the Funds. This does not constitute a 
public offering of sale. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses are all associated with the Fund’s 
investments and will reduce returns commensurate with their amounts. Refer to the Fund's Prospectus before investing. Mutual 
funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.You will usually pay brokerage 
fees to your dealer if you purchase or sell units of an investment fund on the Toronto Stock Exchange (“TSX”). If the units are 
purchased or sold on the TSX,  investors may pay more than the current net asset value when buying units of the investment fund and 
may receive less than the current net asset value when selling them. 
This publication contains forward-looking statements. Statements concerning a Fund's objectives, goals, strategies, intentions, plans, 
beliefs, expectations and estimates, and the business, operations, financial performance and condition of the Fund are forward-
looking statements. The words "believe", "expect", "anticipate", "estimate", "intend", "may", "will", "would" and similar expressions 
and the negative of such expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking 
statements contain these identifying words. These forward looking statements are subject to important risks and uncertainties that 
could cause actual results to differ materially from current expectations. While Jomisc Investments Inc. (“Jomisc”) considers these 
risks and uncertainties to be reasonable based on information currently available, they may prove to be incorrect. The information in 
this document is subject to change without notice.  Jomisc does not assume any duty to update any of the information. 


